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Once Upon a ....  Trip (!)

*

czyli staszicowskich (nie tylko październikowych) 

wycieczek czar !!!



The best moment for me during the trip was visiting 

Wrocław's Africanarium, especially the part with raptiles. I like 

looking at many species so I really enjoyed it. I had a chance to 

observe exotic animals in terrariums. That is unusual because 

you can't see them in most places. I could stay there forever to 

examine snakes, tortoises and many, many other species as well 

as their behaviour in different situations. Some of my friends 

were afraid of raptiles but I like them very much as long as they 

are behind the glass. I take care of my own tortoise so I'm glad 

to get some new information about its "cousins".        Agata



 The school trip to Wroclaw was very interesting 

and educational. We saw a lot of tourist attractions, for 

example the Japanese Garden or the Wroclaw Zoo and 

Afrykarium (Africanarium). In my opinion, the most interesting 

part of the trip was visiting the Racławice Panorama. It is a 

very big cycloramic painting depicting the Battle of Racławice, 

during the Kościuszko Uprising. The painting is one of only a few 

preserved relics of a genre of 19th century mass culture, and 

the oldest in Poland. The painting is really moving because it 

shows a heroic struggle against  the Russian army. It includes 

one of the most important moments in the battle when 

Wojciech Bartos captured a Russian cannon by putting out 

the fuse with his hat. The panorama presents different scenes at 

various viewing angles  and it gives the viewer standing in the 

center the feeling of reality. A special kind of perspective used in 

the painting and additional effects (lighting, artificial terrain) 

make the panorama a really impressive masterpiece. It is one of 

things that you must see when you are in Wroclaw.        Janek



 My very special moment was the boat cruise on the 

Odra River. I took beautiful photos then with my camcorder. 

The views were amazing. The place I liked the most was the 

Japanese Garden. Plants and waterfalls there were beautiful. I 

also saw a crane standing next to the lake where giant koi fish 

were swimming and I also took a photo of it.    

                                                                      Kryspin

 

 Make sure you don’t lose your hotel card while staying 

at a hotel, you will have to sleep in your friends’ room then.   

Piotr

                                      



 My favourite place was in the zoo, in “Africanarium”, 

where I saw a lot of fish, crocodiles, sharks and turtles. Among 

them Brajan the Turtle who really liked me.                Maciek

 

 My very special moment in Wrocław was when my 

classmates were playing in a fountain. It was funny. Everyone 

was running through the water stream. We were all wet and 

happy.                                                                Kuba



 The place I like the most in Wroclove was the 

"interactive fountain". The show with it was sooooo amazing! I 

really loved it. The water was splashing all over us, I was 

extremely wet, but it wasn't very cold. Small water drops from 

the fountain created rainbow - it was beautiful! There also were 

some smaller fountains, which we were taking the water from, 

and splashing it on other people. Everybody was furious with 

each other at first, however in the end we were happy, and the 

trip was successful in my opinion.                             Wojtek               


